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Local Governments
Bite Back!

The BC Court of Appeal just released its hotly-anticipated reasons for judgement in Santics
By: Lisa Guidi, GovLaw Lawyer

The License Inspectors’ and Bylaw Officers’ Association of
British Columbia (“LIBOA”) represented local
government Animal Control Officers as an intervenor in
Santics v. Cristofoli (the Animal Control Officer for the
City of Vancouver) (“Santics”).
Legal counsel Troy DeSouza (representing LIBOA) and
Robert LeBlanc (representing the City of Vancouver)
represented local government perspectives at the appeal
hearing. They were up against seven lawyers representing
five parties with positions contrary to local governments.

Summary of Decision
The key takeaways from the decision are:

1.

The test for whether a destruction order will be
granted is whether the dog poses an
“unacceptable risk to the public”;
2. The Provincial Court has no jurisdiction to make
conditional orders on a dangerous dog
application; and
3. Nothing in the decision takes away from the
ability of ACOs to craft remedies by agreement
with the owners of dangerous dogs.
Unacceptable Risk to the Public
Going forward, the overarching question on a destruction
application is whether the dog poses an unacceptable risk
to the public. That is, “whether it is likely, on a balance of
probabilities and given the totality of the evidence, to kill
or seriously injure in the future”. If yes, the dog must be
destroyed.

In making this determination, the judge will consider
several factors, such as the circumstances of the attack,
the dog’s past and present behaviour and temperament,
and any extenuating circumstances that would make a
future attack unlikely.
Use of Expert Evidence
Notably, the Court was silent on whether expert evidence
is required in dangerous dog matters, although it was a
significant issue in the appeal.
In our opinion, while expert evidence is not required, it is
advisable in many dangerous dog cases to predict a dog’s
future behaviour. Any expert evidence adduced will form
part of the body of evidence the court must consider.
No Conditional Orders, Agreements OK
The Court unanimously decided that the statutory regime
“does not provide for conditional orders falling short of
destruction”. Judges may no longer make such orders.
However, the Court also preserved “the discretion of an
animal control officer to craft particular remedies with the
dog’s owner rather than applying for a destruction order”.
In our opinion, this includes consent orders.
In recognizing this discretion, the Court accepted LIBOA’s
submission that an application for destruction is usually a
last resort for an ACO only after other options have failed.
The full text of the decision and this article are available
on our website. (

The Bottom Line from Kuo to Santics
The Supreme Court decision in CRD v. Kuo opened the
door to discretionary “conditional orders” by a Provincial
Court Judge. With the consent of participating local
governments, LIBOA provided evidence that prosecution
costs in dangerous dog cases increased from an average of
$7,400 per case before Kuo to $44,000 per case after Kuo.
The Court recognized that the pre-Kuo case law properly
interpreted the legislative scheme as not allowing for
conditional orders.
Following the release of the decision, LIBOA president
Inder Litt stated:
“This is a solid victory for public safety,
animal control officers, and our costs of
enforcement!”
The legal victory was more personal for Troy DeSouza,
counsel for LIBOA, who stated:

“For 11 years, I have been saying that the
Supreme Court in Kuo got it wrong. I am
grateful for local governments that the
British Columbia Court of Appeal agrees.”
Special Thanks
Special thanks for the success of this appeal goes to the
following people and organizations:
•
•
•
•

The executive and membership of LIBOA for
taking and supporting such action;
Don Howieson and Robert LeBlanc at the City of
Vancouver for supporting LIBOA’s application
for intervenor status;
Bob Macquisten at Stewart McDannold Stuart for
providing old case files;
And most importantly, the following local
governments for their generous financial
contribution to this appeal:
o Regional District of Central Kootenay;
o City of Campbell River;
o Regional District of Central Okanagan;
o Township of Esquimalt;
o District of Kent;
o District of Oak Bay; and
o District of Mackenzie.

There is still an opportunity to help fund LIBOA’s
outstanding legal costs. Cheques may be made payable to
the “Licence Inspectors’ and Bylaw Officers’ Association”
and sent to:
Inder Litt (LIBOA President)
c/o City of Abbotsford
32315 South Fraser Way
Abbotsford BC V2T 1W7

Going Forward
While this is a solid victory for local governments, those
who disagree with the decision will press the Province to
change the law. The Court specifically stated that it is the
prerogative of the Legislature, and not the courts, to
decide the appropriate dangerous dog scheme.
Elected officials should be ready to weigh in to ensure that
the protection of the public remains paramount.
Finally, if you need compliance and enforcement advice,
particularly on public safety and dangerous dogs, call the
experts at GovLaw!

